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We will briefly cover:

1) Minnesota’s 2018 Assumable Waters Analysis

2) What Changed

3) Current Status in Minnesota



Recent 404 Assumption Efforts in Minnesota

1) MN Federal Clean Water Act Section 404 Permit Program Feasibility Study –
January 17, 2017.

2) Analysis of Retained and Assumable Waters in Minnesota – May 3, 2018.

3) 2019 State legislation “to begin to develop and assemble the material” to 
assume 404.

4) 2019 EPA Wetland Program Development Grant to help develop a more 
complete 404 assumption package.

For more info, see:  https://bwsr.state.mn.us/404-assumption



What are “assumable waters?”

When a state assumes 404, the assumption authority does not apply 
to all waters; the Corps “retains” permitting authority over certain 
waters.

CWA Section 404(g)(1):  “…other than those waters which are presently 
used, or are susceptible to use in their natural condition or by 
reasonable improvement as a means to transport interstate or foreign 
commerce…, including wetlands adjacent thereto...”

Those waters that are not retained by the Corps are “assumable” by 
the state.



1-25-17 Corps’ Description of Retained Waters

1) “Navigable-in-fact” waters regulated under Section 10 of the Rivers 
and Harbors Act.

2) Other Traditionally Navigable Waters* (TNWs), “identified 
programmatically or determined on a case-by-case basis.”

3) Wetlands adjacent to each of the above, using the Corps regulatory 
definition, “applied on a case-by-case, fact specific basis.”

❖ Unless the sole basis for jurisdiction is historic use in interstate or foreign commerce.



The Analysis

BWSR worked with the Corps to develop specific criteria that could be used 
to estimate and map (GIS) the waters described in the 1-25-17 Corps letter.  
The analysis was completed in series due to the jurisdictional relationships 
between wetlands and other waters under the Clean Water Act.

The sequential steps were to identify:

1) Non-Wetland Waters Retained by the Corps.

2) Adjacent Wetlands Retained by the Corps.

3) Section 404 Jurisdictional Non-Wetland Waters Assumable by the State.

4) Section 404 Jurisdictional Wetlands Assumable by the State.



Mapping Criteria

• Specific mapping criteria/rules were 
developed for each of the four steps 
and are described in the 2018 
Assumable Waters Analysis Report.

• See Appendix E of the Report located 
on the BWSR website: 
https://bwsr.state.mn.us/404-
assumption

https://bwsr.state.mn.us/404-assumption


Findings:  2018 Assumable 
Waters Analysis

In general, few waters and wetlands 
to assume (except for headwater 
streams and ditches).



Findings:  Other Problems

• The distribution of waters described in the Corps letter creates a complicated 
patchwork of fragmented regulatory authorities.

• Wetlands adjacent to 2 or more water bodies are retained by the Corps if any 
of the water bodies are retained.

• In some cases a stream could be assumed by the State, while its adjacent 
wetlands are retained by the Corps.

• Many waters (particularly wetlands) would often require a case-by-case 
analysis just to determine which agency has authority over a project – this 
would be impracticable.



Findings:  2018 Assumable 
Waters Analysis

Central Minnesota Example

Shades of Red = Corps-retained

Shades of Blue = State-assumable



Findings:  2018 Assumable 
Waters Analysis

NE Minnesota Example

Shades of Red = Corps-retained

Shades of Blue = State-assumable



Findings:  2018 Assumable 
Waters Analysis

North-Central Minnesota Example

Shades of Red = Corps-retained

Shades of Blue = State-assumable



Case-by-Case Retained Waters Identification Procedures

• A case-by-case identification would likely be similar to the Section 404 
Jurisdictional Determination process.

• For projects affecting wetlands, it would involve two steps:

1) Whether the wetland is considered adjacent to a non-wetland 
water(s).

2) Whether that water, or any of the waters it is adjacent to if 
multiple, is retained by the Corps.



Examples of:

• Regulatory patchwork

• Dual adjacency

• Split of regulatory responsibilities

• Case-by-case determinations



Under this interpretation of Corps-retained 
waters, 404 assumption just wasn’t feasible for 

Minnesota.



Other Factors Analyzed

✓Assumable wetlands by major watershed.

✓Retained and assumable wetlands by land ownership.

✓A comparison of the location of COE-permitted projects with the 
location and extent of assumable waters.

✓COE permits compared to assumable wetlands by watershed.

❖None of the above analyses changed the big-picture conclusions 
resulting from the study.



What changed?

1) Assumable Waters Subcommittee 
recommendations to EPA
a) Retained waters = Section 10 waters*

b) COE-retained wetlands = wetlands 
within a set distance (e.g. 300 ft) from 
a retained water

2) EPA 404 assumption rulemaking

3) 2018 U.S. Department of the Army 
memo adopting Subcommittee 
recommendations

*Except for those listed solely for historic use.



“Section 10” Waters

• “Section 10” of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899.

• Defined in 33 CFR 329.4 as:

“those waters that are subject to the ebb and flow of the tide and/or 
are presently used, or have been used in the past, or may be 
susceptible for use to transport interstate or foreign commerce.”

• Section 10 waters are designated by the Corps Division Engineer via a 
specific federal process and identified on a Section 10 list.



Steps for Determining Corps-Retained Waters 

1. Identify all Section 10 waters, including their full extent.

❖Only the Corps can make Section 10 determinations.

2. Determine if any Section 10 waters are listed solely for historic use 
and thus assumable by the state.

3. Establish the administrative boundary for retained wetlands.

4. Incorporate into the MOA with the Corps.



Minnesota Section 10 Waters

• There were numerous 
waterbodies on the list.

• But the list, and particularly the 
extent of the waters on the list, 
needed to be verified.

• There were also additional bays, 
lakes, and river segments that 
could be Section 10 waters.



BWSR staff:

• Reviewed all original 
Section 10 
Navigability Studies.

• Provided summary 
information to the 
Corps.

Navigability 
Studies



Section 10 Navigability Studies

• The data provided included information on the limits of navigability and the 
basis for listing.

• Used by the Corps to develop a final Section 10 list and GIS map.



MN Section 10 Waters

Result:  Section 10 waters GIS map.

❖ The Section 10 map now essentially 
becomes the basis for the retained 
waters map.

Corps-retained waters =
1) “Section 10” waters*
2) adjacent wetlands to administrative 

boundary (e.g. 300 feet)

*Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act, except those listed for historic use only.



Approximate Corps-Retained 
Waters Pre-Memo

Approximate Corps-Retained 
Waters Post-Memo



What do the changes mean for Minnesota?

• Removes a significant barrier to 404 assumption (assumable 
waters).

• Federal rulemaking expected to further improve assumption 
feasibility (hopefully).

• Renewed interest in 404 assumption amongst MN stakeholders.

• Greater clarity = informed decision-making.



Next Steps

• Using the Section 10 waters map, begin working with the Corps to 
specifically identify all retained waters.

• Eliminate Section 10 waters listed solely due to historic use (?).

• Determine the administrative boundary for retained wetlands.

• Incorporate the retained waters list/map into an MOA between the 
Corps and the State.



Thank You!

For more information, see the 404 Assumption page of the 
BWSR website at:

https://bwsr.state.mn.us/404-assumption

Les Lemm
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